TMT Early-Career Initiative (TECI)

Preparing a global network of early-career scientists and engineers to advance the TMT partnership

TECI is open to astronomy and engineering graduate students and postdocs with current ties or future interests in TMT. All TMT partners are represented:

Canada, China, India, Japan, Caltech, University of California

Participants gain:
• Valuable skills such as project management and astronomical instrumentation design from TMT leaders
• Leadership and international teamwork experience
• Opportunities for current and future involvement in TMT

Next TECI Workshop: January 12-18, 2020
Hilo, Hawaii

Participating Organizations
• TMT International Observatory Project Office
• University of Hawaii Institute for Astronomy – Hilo
• University of California Observatories, TMT WFOS Team
• TMT IRIS Team
• Institute for Scientist and Engineer Educators (UC Santa Cruz)
• Subaru Telescope, National Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAOJ)
• Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope
• W. M. Keck Observatory

TECI is run by the Institute for Scientist & Engineer Educators, with funding from TMT International Observatory and University of California Observatories.

Info & Application: isee-telescope-workforce.org/2020-teci-workshop
Priority Application Submissions: Friday, July 19, 2019
Questions: contact Nicholas McConnell, njmcconn@ucsc.edu